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Because of our
ownership structure
that directs over
40% of our dividends
to medical research,
we view the world
through a

different lens.

From the beginning, long before “client centricity” was a
“thing,” American Century Investments®’ primary vision was
to help our clients achieve their financial objectives, believing that their success would lead to ours. Prioritizing clients
above all else set us apart in 1958 and remains the foundation for our continued success. Today, more than ever, we
recognize the tremendous responsibility of investing our
clients’ money for their financial futures. And as global
citizens, we seek to conduct business in ways that can
change the world for the better.
The dual mission of passionately helping clients achieve
their financial goals while striving to have a positive and
enduring impact on humankind is a conviction that is central
to our identity and our purpose-driven culture. We owe those
values to the remarkable generosity and ingenuity of our
founders, James E. Stowers Jr. and his wife, Virginia.
Following personal bouts with cancer, Jim and Virginia
created the Stowers Institute for Medical Research, endowing it with their own personal wealth. That included bestowing the Stowers Institute with an equity stake in American
Century, giving us owners unlike any others in our industry.
Since 2000, the Stowers Institute’s more than 40% stake in
American Century has generated $1.87 billion in dividends
for the Stowers Institute, helping advance its mission to
defeat life-threatening diseases for millions of people.
This remarkable gift ensures that clients who work with us
and every teammate who works for us support life-changing
medical research and promote world health and well-being
(U.N. Sustainable Development Goal 3 – Ensure Healthy
Lives and Promote Well-Being for All at All Ages). This
ability for our clients and us to prosper with purpose® is a
powerful motivator that attracts employees who want to
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make a difference. It also drives us to develop investment
teams that weigh more than just traditional financial criteria
in their analyses.
Sustainability is in our genes, so our commitment to making
a difference doesn’t stop with the Stowers Institute. We
resolutely commit to improving our world as an asset
manager, employer and corporate citizen.
As an asset manager, it means incorporating environmental,
social and governance (ESG) considerations into our
portfolios and designing ESG-focused solutions to meet
client needs.
As an employer, it means striving to make our workplace
diverse, equitable and inclusive; promoting our employees’
health and well-being; and partnering with employees to
serve our communities in ways that are personally meaningful to them.
As a corporate citizen, it means working to reduce our
impact on the environment and maintaining good governance and ethical business practices.
In our 2021 sustainability report, you’ll discover how we
approached these critical responsibilities over the past year
and how we plan to fulfill our unwavering commitment to
them in 2022 and beyond.

Jonathan Thomas
President and CEO,
American Century Investments

SUSTAINABILITY
AS OUR

foundation

One ingenious and generous decision made
by our founders over 20 years ago initiated
a positive ripple effect that has the power to
change lives for years to come.

Our Impact on Health and Well-Being
To us, sustainability means doing good for the world
while we do well for our clients. It encompasses fair
and transparent business conduct, equitable hiring and
workplace policies, socially responsible investments
for our clients, sustainable environmental practices,
robust business ethics and more. But sustainability is
more than the sum of everything we do as money managers and corporate citizens; it is who we are.
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Uninterrupted Funding for Medical Research

This isn’t a discretionary line item on our budget. It is
our structure and shapes everything we do.

Our unique standing as an asset manager with an
impact on well-being is due to the ingenuity and generosity of our founders. The Stowerses recognized
the complexity of treating and curing diseases
demanded an innovative approach to ensure longterm, reliable and independent funding for research.
In granting an equity stake in American Century to the
Stowers Institute, they provided an uninterrupted
funding source for medical research.

That’s because this ownership structure, the only one
like it in the industry, means employees and clients of
American Century help support the Stowers Institute’s
mission: to make a significant contribution to humanity through medical research by expanding our understanding of the secrets of life and by improving life’s
quality through innovative approaches to the causes,
treatment and prevention of diseases. We fund the

In 2010, Jim and Virginia Stowers committed in their
Giving Pledge that “More than 99% of our wealth will
go to philanthropy during our lifetime or at death. ...
Virginia and I wanted to give back something more
valuable than money to the millions of people who
made our success possible with American Century
Investments. … Our vision is to make a significant
contribution to humanity through medical research

Sustainability is in our genes because our controlling
owner is a world-class biomedical research organization and we direct more than 40% of our dividends to
its efforts to better understand human health and
life-threatening diseases. Since 2000, we’ve sent
$1.87 billion to the Stowers Institute.

The Stowers Institute of Medical
Research’s stake in American Century
has generated $1.87 billion for
medical research

Stowers Institute’s research to promote well-being for
all at all ages, which is the United Nations’ third sustainable development goal. This sets us apart as an
asset manager generating an impact on global health
while helping clients achieve financial success.

The Journey From
Basic Research to a
Great Discovery to an
Approved Treatment

by expanding our understanding of the secrets of life
and by improving life’s quality through innovative
approaches to the causes, treatment and prevention
of diseases.”

In 2001, after decades of research,
scientists at other institutions reported
that a single gene mutation blocking
expression of sclerostin prevented
some patients’ bones from breaking.

The financial strength and sustainability derived from
the Stowers Institute’s ownership of American
Century has attracted scientists from around the
world interested in pursuing innovative and creative
investigations in the biological sciences. Due to this
funding model, scientists at the Stowers Institute can
focus on research rather than grant writing, publishing almost 1,500 scientific papers since 1997 and
working on 150 ongoing research projects. And they
focus on foundational research that is oftentimes
difficult to support through private donations or federal grants.

In the early 2000s, investigator Robb
Krumlauf, Ph.D., at the Stowers Institute
and his team discovered Wise, a protein
related to sclerostin. Over the next decade,
the laboratory conducted experiments to
deepen the understanding of how Wise
and sclerostin controlled bone growth.
In 2005, the intellectual property was
licensed to Amgen with the help of
BioMed Valley Discoveries.
In 2009, phase 1 and 2 trials for
romosozumab began.
In 2010, phase 1 trials were completed.
In 2011, phase 2 trials were completed.
In 2012, phase 3 trials for
romosozumab began.
In 2017, phase 3 trials were completed.
In January 2019, the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration approved the drug
romosozumab for patients with
osteoporosis. It is the only medicine
that can promote bone growth.
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According to The Case for Curiosity: Why Basic
Research Matters from the Stowers Institute, the idea
that funding basic research is a proven route to new
and better ways of treating disease is not controversial. “In fact, it is why Jim and Virginia Stowers created the Institute. As an illustration, Associate
Investigator Tatjana Piotrowski, PhD, recalls a conversation she had with Jim Stowers in 2010. When
asked what he might like her to work on, Mr. Stowers
said, ‘Well, you’re the scientist. You should know what
is important.’”

Jim and Virginia Stowers in 2006
Stowers Institute researchers don’t need to advocate
for the importance of funding basic research. As Jim
and Virginia Stowers pledged, “We believe whenever
the very best scientists work together as a team, supported by dedicated leaders, advanced technology and
uninterrupted funding, great discoveries will happen.”
The Stowers Institute published 97 scientific papers
in 2021, with implications on everything from

neurodegenerative pathologies like Alzheimer’s,
degenerative eye conditions, the sense of smell,
hearing loss and reversal and tissue regeneration.

Therapies to Invest in Further
Medical Research
When it is time to turn discoveries into therapies that
reach people and improve their health, the Stowers
Institute partners with BioMed Valley Discoveries. The
for-profit clinical-stage biotechnology company, also
founded by Jim and Virginia Stowers, focuses on
unmet patient needs across different therapeutic and
diagnostic areas, including cancer, inflammation and
infectious disease. BioMed Valley Discoveries is
designed to help patent, license and commercialize
discoveries that may lead to therapies, so researchers
don’t have to stop researching. One hundred percent
of BioMed Valley Discoveries’ profits will go to the
Stowers Institute to fund further medical research.
BioMed Valley Discoveries is running three programs
targeted to eradicating tumors. It is also conducting
five clinical trials, including one in phase 2 with fast
track designation from the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for a first-in-class cancer therapy
targeting a specific genetic mutation, as well as a
phase 1 clinical trial of a treatment for chemotherapyand radiation-evading cancers to destroy tumors without harming healthy tissue.
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Training a New Generation of
Biomedical Researchers
The Graduate School of the Stowers Institute prepares
predoctoral researchers from around the world for the
pursuit of innovative and creative investigations in the
biological sciences. The program focuses on extending the ability of predoctoral researchers through
hands-on laboratory experience that stresses highly
critical thinking in combination with in-depth training
in the latest methodologies.
“Here at the Graduate School our predoctoral researchers have the academic freedom to offer different
points of view and engage in active discussions about
foundational scientific truths. Science at the Stowers
Institute is often unexpected, exploring the unknown,
and our predoctoral researchers have the chance to
experience that firsthand,” said Alejandro Sánchez
Alvarado, Ph.D., executive director and chief scientific
officer at the Stowers Institute and a faculty member
for the Graduate School.
In November 2021, the Graduate School earned
accreditation from the Higher Learning Commission,
an accrediting agency recognized by the U.S.
Department of Education and the Council for Higher
Education Accreditation.
“Receiving this accreditation is an important milestone
for our school. Our graduate program provides a

distinct experience to predoctoral researchers who
are interested in pursuing a Ph.D. in biology,” said Betty
M. Drees, M.D., president of the Graduate School.
The school admitted its first class of students in 2012,
with the first predoctoral researcher completing the
doctoral program in 2016. The school currently enrolls
40 predoctoral researchers and has 23 doctoral graduates, in addition to training predoctoral researchers
from other programs.
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The Stowers Institute by the Numbers
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SUSTAINABILITY
AS AN

asset
manager

Fruit fly research is a powerful tool because
of the numerous genetic variations that have
evolved over the last century. In the evolution
of investing, ESG data has been a powerful
tool, providing another lens for meeting clients’
goals while impacting our world for the better.

ESG and Sustainable Investing
Our firm’s impact on good health and well-being
grounds our vision and culture of sustainability. As an
asset manager, the most consequential exercise of
our vision for sustainability is how we manage investments for our clients. That means integrating ESG1
factors into the research process for the majority of
our investment strategies. But ESG can be further
reflected in many ways within an investment strategy
as clients have differing goals and objectives for
their portfolios.
We focus on delivering investment solutions that seek
to achieve clients’ desired outcomes. We have steadily
expanded our ESG knowledge, built out a dedicated
ESG and Investment Stewardship team (ESG team),
developed proprietary research and assessment tools
and focused on delivering ESG and sustainable investment solutions.

ESG-Focused Capabilities
For clients who have specific ESG and sustainable
investing goals, we offer ESG-focused solutions that

are designed to promote sustainable characteristics
and outcomes. Our ESG-focused capabilities include
best-in-class tilt, thematic and impact investment
strategies. These capabilities benefit from our ESG
integration framework and are designed to promote
sustainable outcomes in addition to delivering superior, long-term, risk-adjusted returns.

Clients are the heart of who we are, and we will
continue to advance our investment capabilities
through solutions designed to achieve the ESG
and sustainable investing goals of our clients.
Sustainable Investment Solutions
Our best-in-class tilting portfolios invest in sustainable companies that we believe exhibit both attractive
business characteristics and demonstrate strong
ESG profiles. For example, our U.S. Sustainable
Large Cap Core strategy favors companies that create
less impact on the environment and promote social
issues such as human rights, diversity and safe workplace conditions.

Many of American Century’s investment strategies incorporate the consideration of environmental, social, and/or governance (ESG) factors into their
investment processes in addition to traditional financial analysis. However, when doing so, the portfolio managers may not consider ESG factors with
respect to every investment decision and, even when such factors are considered, they may conclude that other attributes of an investment outweigh
ESG considerations when making decisions for the portfolio. The consideration of ESG factors may limit the investment opportunities available to a
portfolio, and the portfolio may perform differently than those that do not incorporate ESG considerations. ESG data used by the portfolio managers
often lacks standardization, consistency, and transparency, and for certain companies such data may not be available, complete, or accurate.
1
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ESG-Focused and Sustainable Capabilities

ESG
INTEGRATION

POSITIVE /
BEST-IN-CLASS TILT

THEMATIC
INVESTING

IMPACT
INVESTING

Current product offerings that seek to generate superior, long-term, risk-adjusted returns + promote sustainable characteristics
Emerging Markets Sustainable Impact

√

√

European Sustainable Growth

√

ESG Global REITs

√

√

Health Care Impact

√

√

U.S. Mid Cap Growth Impact

√

U.S. Sustainable Large Cap Core

√

√

U.S. Sustainable Large Cap Growth

√

√

√
√

*See definitions for detailed definitions, applications and risks related to ESG-focused and sustainable capabilities. ESG-focused and sustainable capabilities as of 12/31/2021. Some capabilities may not be available to all investor types. Learn more about American Century’s ESG and investment stewardship.
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For our impact strategies, we have designed the
investment process to ensure every company we
invest in creates a positive impact (or future positive
impact) on society or the environment. Our Health
Care Impact strategy, for example, invests in companies that contribute to one or more critical themes
that we believe will help transform society: new or
innovative treatments for diseases; more productive
medical equipment, services and software; greater
access to medicine and health care services; and
new solutions for lowering health care costs.

In recent years, we have also partnered with clients
to develop customized ESG-focused solutions that
include a sustainable growth strategy focused on
European equities, a global dividend value portfolio
that considers sustainability risk, a thematic global
ESG real estate investment trusts (REITs) portfolio
and a global small-cap portfolio focused on the promotion of sustainable characteristics.
In 2022, Avantis Investors® expanded its investment
capabilities with the launch of three equity exchange-

U.S. Sustainable Large Cap Core Strategy:
This Fund Makes It Hard to Say No to Sustainable Investing
– Barron’s November 2021 article on the American Century Sustainable Equity portfolio

67%

LOWER
GREENHOUSE
GAS EMISSIONS*

36%

LESS ENERGY
USAGE*

40%

LESS WATER
USAGE*

*Per $1 million invested compared to the S&P 500
**Compared to benchmark
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97%

LESS WASTE
GENERATED*

95%

OF PORTFOLIO
HOLDINGS HAVE
HEALTH AND
SAFETY POLICIES

traded funds (ETF) that screen the respective investment universe for companies that raise ESG concerns.

ESG Integration
Both within and beyond our ESG-focused capabilities,
we integrate material ESG factors alongside traditional financial variables into the fundamental analysis for the majority of our investment strategies. We
believe this contributes to better investment outcomes as it provides a more comprehensive look at
a company’s risks and opportunities and therefore
helps us make better investment decisions.
How We Approach ESG and Sustainable Investing

18%

HIGHER
ADOPTION
OF POLICIES
ON CUSTOMER
HEALTH AND
SAFETY**

7%

MORE FEMALE
EMPLOYEES*

Our ESG program is investment led across focused
and integrated capabilities. Our investment teams,
made up of seasoned investors with demonstrated
track records, work in partnership with our dedicated
ESG and Investment Stewardship team (ESG team)
to incorporate ESG factors into their fundamental
research. Our investment teams are well resourced
to assess the materiality of ESG issues within their
investment processes. Our ESG team’s research and
expertise strengthen the investment teams’ ESG
knowledge, and our innovative assessment tools
facilitate our teams’ research and insights.

Roles and Responsibilities for Integration. Direct
oversight and accountability for ESG investing
activities fall under the chief investment officer
(CIO). The CIO is responsible for ensuring investment teams account for material ESG issues within
their investment processes.

Screening Capabilities
We also have experience in exclusionary screening to avoid
companies whose business activities do not meet specific
values or guidelines or that violate universal norms. We
utilize screening as a tool to meet:
• Regulatory requirements.
• Client desire to align values with investments.
• Risk mitigation objectives.
We manage portfolios across our investment disciplines
that apply exclusionary criteria such as U.N. Global
Compact, Council on Ethics of the Norwegian Government
Pension Fund Global (Norges Bank), controversial weapons,
cluster munitions, and Swiss Association for Responsible
Investments (SVVK-ASIR) or other client-mandated
restricted securities.
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The Investment Leadership team, composed of
senior leaders across the investment organization,
serves as the governing body for ESG investment
initiatives, including integration approaches, process enhancements, product development and
engagement activities.
The head of ESG and sustainable investing reports
to the CIO and is responsible for driving and executing the firm’s sustainable investing strategy and
overseeing our dedicated ESG team.
Our ESG team is a part of our investment organization
and serves as the center of expertise supporting portfolio teams as they incorporate ESG issues into fundamental analysis and portfolio decisions. Our ESG team
is responsible for implementing firmwide and thematic
ESG research and training, developing ESG assessment
tools and managing our active ownership practices.
Our ESG team promotes the consistency of ESG
integration through regular educational opportunities. These opportunities allow our investment organization to stay abreast of ESG trends, methodology

developments and best practices. Specific portfolio
team-level training advances the application of ESG
knowledge and facilitates the effective integration of
material ESG issues into the investment process.
As ESG and sustainable investing evolves, it is essential our approach also continues to reflect clients’
shifting needs and preferences. The Sustainable
Investment Council, comprised of portfolio managers representing all of our investment disciplines,
provides a platform to reflect client insights back
into the investment organization, advance integration efforts and facilitate best practices across
teams with the objective of advancing sustainable
investing. The Council also partners with the ESG
team to effectually leverage its expertise, elevate
training and collaborate on research agendas.
How We Integrate ESG Risks and Opportunities
Data. The imperfect and evolving nature of ESG data
provides us with an excellent opportunity to demonstrate the value of active management and proprietary
research. Because ESG data are typically voluntary and
unaudited, our ESG analysis focuses on more than just
company disclosures. To complement this research, our
teams may also refer to third-party ESG data from data
aggregators and other specialized data providers. We
do not, however, rely exclusively on third-party ratings.
Our conclusions are based on proprietary processes
and research.

How We Integrate ESG Risks and Opportunities
ESG Macro
Analysis

Sector
Analysis

Identify ESG issues
affecting sectors
and companies

Determine ESG
risk exposures at
sector level

Issuer
Materiality
Assessment
Assess ESG
materiality at
lesser level

ESG Risk View

Engagement and Proxy Voting

• ESG risk view includes ESG quality rating
comprised of ESG and trend signals.
• Investment teams consider ESG risk views in
context of fundamental research process and
investment decisions.
• ESG risk views help determine our engagement
objectives and priorities, and those engagement
outcomes influence our ESG risk views and
proxy voting.
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Three-Layer Framework. Material ESG issues likely
to impact the long-term value of a company are not
identical or uniform for companies across the investment universe. ESG risks and opportunities facing a
company can vary by industry or sector and at the
individual company level due to unique business
models. Therefore, our ESG research framework is
designed to account for these differences. We utilize a
three-layer research framework that seeks to identify
macro-, sector- and issuer-level ESG risk. Materiality
is the foundation of the research framework and
assessed at each of these layers. This framework
guides our integration process, aligning with our fundamental analysis process and fiduciary duty.
Risk View: Our Proprietary ESG Scorecard. To assess
whether ESG issues could result in risks or opportunities to a security’s valuation or cause a downgrade
of its fundamental profile, investment analysts generate an ESG “risk view” utilizing a proprietary ESG
scorecard application. Scores are based on material
quantitative and qualitative environmental and social
indicators that are sector-specific and derived from
company-reported data. A governance risk assessment complements this analysis by benchmarking
companies against quantitative governance indicators based on company-reported and third-party data,
regardless of sector.

Depending on the sector, environmental and social
factors include, but are not limited to:
• Climate change (including carbon
reduction and biodiversity).
• Water stress.
• Product safety and quality (supply
chain and manufacturing).
• Cybersecurity and data privacy.
• Human capital management.
Regardless of the sector, governance factors include:
• Business (mis)conduct.
• Board composition.
• Independence and entrenchment.
• Accounting practices.
• Ownership structure.
• Executive pay-for-sustainability
performance alignment.
The scores are dynamic, capturing whether a company’s ESG management practices are improving or
worsening over time. The assessment results in a
final ESG quality rating composed of an ESG signal
and trend signal for the company.
The ESG risk view is an input into the fundamental
research process, and investment analysts incorporate this assessment of ESG risks and opportunities
into their research with a specific focus on portfolio
performance implications.

Investment Team Application. While our investment
teams apply our common research framework when
analyzing ESG issues, we believe the integration of
ESG factors must be aligned with the particulars of a
given investment philosophy. Each investment team
incorporates material ESG factors into its investment
process according to its asset class, style, time horizon, opportunity set and client objectives.
When meeting with investee companies, investment
teams have the opportunity to establish wide-ranging dialogue with management. In addition to traditional financial issues, they may also engage on ESG
topics in an effort to encourage transparency, gain
insight and supplement their research. These constructive dialogues contribute to our understanding of how a company is managing and mitigating
ESG risks and opportunities and further support our
insights. These conversations can also lead to the
identification of company-specific ESG risks and
future engagement topics.
All proprietary ESG research is collected in a shared
investment research platform that is accessible to all
investment teams.

approach. The ESG team, in partnership with investment teams, manages our engagement protocol.
Engagement is focused on material ESG-related
issues that we believe could potentially impact the
value of the company. The ESG team also engages
companies on key themes that we believe will drive
us toward a sustainable economy. Engagement
activities include in-person meetings, written communications and industry forums.
Engagement contributes to our ESG risk views,
resulting in more informed investment decisions
and provides the opportunity to encourage transparency in disclosure and promote sustainable business
practices. Engagement activities are captured in our
shared investment research platform, facilitating collaborative efforts and increased transparency across
our investment teams. Engagement notes catalog
objectives, monitor a company’s progress and document outcomes. Investment teams consider the outcomes of engagement, subject to time horizon and
financial materiality assessment, when evaluating
investment decisions.

How We Promote ESG Issues Through
Active Ownership

Examples of ESG engagement topics include access
to medicine; climate change risk; controversies; data
privacy and cybersecurity; diversity, equity and inclusion; human rights; and water stress.

Engagement. Direct engagement with investee companies is an important element of our ESG integration

Proxy. Our ESG integration process extends to our
proxy voting practices. Proxy voting allows us to
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demonstrate our commitment to ESG issues and further promote sustainable practices in the best interest of clients. As per our proxy voting policy, our ESG
proxy team reviews proposals that have been identified as having potential underlying ESG issues across
our equity complex. With various inputs, including the Institutional Shareholder Services Socially
Responsible Investment (ISS SRI) proxy recommendations, the ESG proxy team assesses the financial
materiality of ESG issues underpinning the proposals
and makes appropriate voting recommendations to
portfolio managers. Votes are cast on the Institutional
Shareholder Services (ISS) proxy voting system.
American Century discloses our proxy voting history for
our mutual funds and ETFs on our website.
Examples of ESG proxy issues include board independence, director overboarding, environmental disclosures, gender diversity on the board, gender pay
gap, labor practices and supply chain management,
and shareholder rights.

Managing Climate Change Risks
While several key issues related to ESG themes are
important to investors, climate change remains at
the forefront. Investors are increasingly focusing on
the potential risk that climate change poses to the
global economy, financial systems and their portfolios.
Accordingly, asset managers need to demonstrate how
they assess and integrate into investment processes the
impacts of climate change—notably physical risks and
those arising from the transition risks of shifting to a
low-carbon economy.
As a firm, we believe the best approach to mitigating
climate risk is through a combination of understanding
how companies are addressing climate risk (bottom-up
approach), investing in companies that provide innovative solutions to climate-related challenges and exercising our rights as active owners.
As part of our bottom-up analysis, our investment teams
consider the materiality of ESG issues and their impact
on the investment thesis. Climate change and related
issues such as carbon pricing, water stress and biodiversity are issues that could affect long-term global market dynamics and regulatory developments. To assess
whether climate-related risks are material to investment
holdings, we apply a proprietary scoring system that
evaluates securities’ performance against quantitative
and qualitative environmental indicators.
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While the exploration and development of alternative
energy sources may mitigate climate change risk, there
continues to be a significant reliance on fossil fuels to
meet much of the world’s energy needs. Though many
asset owners may employ fossil fuel divestment to reduce
climate change-related risk, our approach focuses on
decarbonization and active ownership rather than blanket
divestment. We favor energy players working toward carbon neutrality and making solutions-driven investments
in clean tech (e.g., negative-emissions technologies and
bioenergy) to combat climate change.

PROUD SUPPORTERS OF
THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS:

Per our active ownership policy, climate change is an important topic for engagement and proxy voting, and as such, we
dialogue with those players that still have room for improvement. We believe the combination of a clean-tech thematic
and engagement approach will contribute to more informed
investment decisions relating to those companies and the
relative attractiveness of the energy sector over time.

The Future of the Sustainable Economy
Our ESG team has identified key areas to watch as defining drivers and themes of the future sustainable economy,
including health care, empowerment, sustainable living, environment and digitalization. Opportunities within these areas
to innovate solutions, address critical challenges and transform society will help shape the future of ESG and sustainable investing. These important themes will further guide our
research agenda, engagement and proxy voting activities.

Investors Against Slavery and
Trafficking Asia-Pacific

Science Spotlight
Flatworm Regeneration

Flatworm Regeneration Research Reveals New Role for Genes That Control Body Plan Development

Genes Known to Play a Role in Embryonic
Development Newly Seen to Act in Adulthood
Planaria are tiny, arrow-shaped flatworms known for
their amazing regenerative powers. Some planaria can
even reproduce by tearing off pieces of themselves to
regenerate new, complete worms. Researchers from
the laboratory of Alejandro Sánchez Alvarado, Ph.D., of
the Stowers Institute discovered Hox genes control
this process. The finding suggests that this family of
genes, known to orchestrate important aspects of early
development, also plays a role in adulthood.
“By discovering new functions of Hox genes, we can
begin to address the gap in our understanding of what
these genes do in adult animals, both normally and
in disease,” said postdoctoral scientist Christopher
Arnold, Ph.D., who led the study.
The researchers believe their findings indicate that
many of the genes once thought to function only in
embryonic development could also play important
roles later in adult health and disease. Continued
work on this gene family in flatworms can reveal new
insights into the regulation of adult animal growth,
behavior and regeneration.
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Planaria are tiny, arrow-shaped flatworms known for their
amazing regenerative powers. Some planaria can even
reproduce by tearing off pieces of themselves to regenerate
new, complete worms.

Asexual reproduction in the planarian flatworm involves
aspects of patterning and behavior. After fission, a
segment of the flatworm regenerates into another
complete flatworm.

SUSTAINABILITY
AS AN

employer

Breakthrough medical research that has an
enduring impact requires experimentation and
diverse thinking. Strong corporate cultures
require the same, along with a commitment to
employee health and well-being.

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

At the heart of our DEI platform is our commitment to
learn more about ourselves and each other, unlearn bias
holding us back and relearn behaviors critical for our
collective growth. We center our DEI efforts around three
strategic areas:
1. Employee Engagement: Fostering a culture that
encourages employees to bring their authentic
selves to work.
2. Talent Management: Integrating DEI into key
people initiatives to grow a diverse talent
base through recruiting, hiring, developing
and retaining new and existing talent.
3. Community Partnerships: Purposefully developing
corporate partnerships and actively engaging in
our communities.

While our relationship with the Stowers Institute for
Medical Research shapes our vision for sustainability,
our expertise as an asset manager evaluating other
companies on social criteria like diversity, equity and
inclusion (DEI) informs our approach to our own company’s policies and culture. We recognize that DEI
practices impact not only employees but how businesses show up in the communities where they operate and how they serve clients with better outcomes
through different perspectives.
Diversity and inclusion are key business imperatives
at American Century. We are working to continue
raising awareness and understanding of difference
through Learning, Unlearning and Relearning, while
integrating inclusion across our people processes
and through community involvement.
While we continue to make improvements on increasing diverse representation, we still have work to do in
many areas. Our progress plan focuses on:
• Inclusion: Creating an inclusive culture and promoting cultural integration throughout our teams
and business. This involves encouraging advocacy
and allyship.
• Engagement: Engaging and retaining employees
and our business resource groups with learning and
awareness opportunities.
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• Talent: Executing on diversity and inclusion from hiring through promotion and fully integrating DEI into
our talent processes. This includes providing leaders
with the necessary tools and platform to engage as
inclusive leaders with DEI at the forefront of everything they do.

Employee Engagement
Our business resource groups (BRGs) provide a steady
cadence of opportunities to learn, build relationships
and provide feedback to business leaders throughout
the firm on recruiting, benefits and policies, learning
and development, marketing and communications,
and community investment. In 2021, we launched our
sixth BRG, Enable, dedicated to supporting and championing employees with disabilities, those who have
ties to people with disabilities and allies.
We also piloted our Allies for Action initiative, an
employee-driven focus on promoting education, practicing advocacy and engaging a community of colleagues through knowledge building. In partnership
with our BRGs, Allies for Action intends to serve as
an open learning platform for the firm. We extended
our RISE (Reach, Inspire, Support and Empower)
mentoring program across our BRGs, with a pilot of
thoughtfully matched mentors and mentees. We plan
to expand these programs in 2022.

2021 BRG Highlights
Our six employee-led, employer-recognized
BRGs represent individuals who share common
characteristics or life experiences. The BRGs
provided numerous opportunities in 2021 to
increase employee understanding and impact
our communities in positive ways.
• Accelerate represents women and their allies.
• Charlie Mike represents military veterans,
first responders and their allies.
• Emerging Professionals represents those
who are new or returning to the workforce, career changers and their allies.
• Enable represents team members with disabilities (whether apparent or nonapparent), those
with ties to people with disabilities and allies.
• Mosaic represents members of various ethnic minority groups and cultural backgrounds
and their allies. The three chapters of Mosaic
represent Black, Asian and Latinx employees.
• Pride represents members of the LGBTQ
community and their allies.

Bringing Outside Perspectives In

Creating Greater Access To and Amplifying Voices Within the Firm

Speaker series events organized by the BRGs brought outside perspectives to our organization through discussion with diverse leaders on topics such as anti-Asian hate crimes, leading through adversity and bringing
your authentic self to work. Hearing from leaders from different backgrounds and industries allowed for additional support for engagement of
our diverse employees and learning for the entire firm.

Speaker series, panels and fireside chats amplified the voices of our
employees and created more access to firm leaders. Panelists and speakers from our firm included:

Speakers included:
• Leon Etchepare, California farmer.
• Tami Greenberg, CEO, Ronald McDonald
House Charities of Kansas City.
• Bob Kendrick, president, Negro Leagues Baseball Museum.

• Miguel Cota, head fixed-income trader, American Century.
• Caroline Gaynor, vice president, Avantis.
• Danielle Hill, assistant general counsel, American Century.
• Matt Lewis, vice president ETF implementation, American Century.

• Quinton Lucas, Kansas City, Missouri, mayor.
• Vincent Morales, co-founder and outreach coordinator, Veterans
Community Project.

• Annie Redd, RFP manager, American Century.
• Sara Villagomez, fixed-income portfolio assistant, American Century.

• Kelly O’Connor, STEM, diversity and recruitment specialist, Garmin.

• Victor Zhang, chief investment officer (CIO), American Century.

• Peggy Marshall, Ph.D., certified master business coach.
• Rashida Phillips, executive director, American Jazz Museum.
• Amanda Pullinger, CEO, 100 Women in Finance.
• Ashley Russo, financial advisor, Northwestern Mutual.
• Matthew Schulte, senior manager of special events and promotions,
Kansas City Royals.
• Dana Schultz Dietche, managing director, Nomura
Securities International.
• Lindsay Thorvaldsen, global head of human resources, Instinet.
• Octavio Villalobos, Kansas City police officer.
• Maggie Wilderotter, former CEO, Frontier Communications.
• Rui Xu, Kansas state representative.
• Steven Tristan Young, chief marketing officer, Poshmark.
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• Rene Casis, vice president and head of ETF portfolio management,
American Century.

• Susie Morris, vice president intermediary consulting sales group,
American Century.

• Gary Kerr, senior director of military and veteran affairs, Park University.

• Judy Shepard, co-founder, Matthew Shepard Foundation.
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• Eqan Butt, IT manager, American Century.

Mobilizing Employees for Greater Community Impact
Volunteer and fundraising events mobilized employees to impact our
community through serving local nonprofits, including:
• The Kansas City Veterans Community Project (VCP), a nonprofit
dedicated to helping homeless vets through community outreach
and its “VCP Village” of tiny homes.
• Rose Brooks, a domestic violence shelter.
• Children’s Mercy Gender Pathway Services, which supports the
physical, mental and social health of young people and their families as they navigate the process of gender identity development.
• Dress for Success, a worldwide organization with local affiliates that
strives to empower women to achieve economic independence
by providing a network of support, professional attire and the
development tools to help them thrive in work and in life.

We grew our capacity for DEI learning with 93% of
employees participating in “Disrupting Everyday
Bias” sessions. In 2022, we plan to launch our Allies
for Action learning platform focused on engaging
all employees through hosted facilitation and microlearnings that can be integrated in daily routines.
Our corporate board-level DEI Committee and employee-formed DEI Council, a cross-section of firm professionals, drive activities designed to foster a culture
of understanding and belonging where all employees
can bring their authentic self to work.

Talent Management
We have made significant progress, and we recognize
we have ongoing opportunities to further increase
the diversity of our workforce. We strive to continually
improve our strategies and actions to access, engage,
attract, select and onboard top talent.
To grow a diverse talent base, we integrate DEI principles into key people initiatives, like ensuring we have
diverse candidate slates, expanding our talent identification approach internally and externally and enhancing our development opportunities. We target each step
in our recruitment process to minimize any unintended
bias so that we successfully access, engage, attract,
select and onboard diverse talent. For example, we:
• Mask candidate resumes and applications
at the screening stage.
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• Use an augmented writing tool to optimize our job
posting and recruiting correspondence by incorporating language that is gender and generational
neutral and detects racially harmful language.
• Train hiring managers and interviewers in a consistent behavioral-based interviewing methodology
and on how to lead an equitable selection process.
• Seek diverse candidates at the undergraduate and
graduate levels at other key colleges and
universities where we recruit.
• Partner with various organizations whose
primary membership is people of color, women
and/or veterans.
• Proactively source passive candidates
through targeted social media platforms,
diverse user groups and social networks.
• Work with our BRG leaders to identify ways in
which to partner—for example, ensuring diverse
employee representation at all our recruiting
events, diverse interview panels, access to
members’ diverse networks and leveraging our
referral program to refer diverse candidates.
We launched our Diversity Advancement Early
Insights Program in support of our early talent diversity hiring strategy. The program introduces diverse
Master of Business Administration/masters’ students, early career candidates and internal candidates to investment management at the company.

Community Partnerships
We actively engage in our communities and purposefully develop corporate partnerships with organizations that value diversity and support initiatives
that promote inclusion across diverse segments. We
donated more than $365,000 to social justice organizations, which includes our 2-1 match for employee
support of organizations involved in civil rights, social
justice action and advocacy efforts.
We joined the Morgan Stanley Equity Collective, a
group of 26 wealth management and asset management businesses coming together to educate,
empower and develop the next generation of diverse
leaders in the finance industry. As part of this collective, we have committed to participate in education and awareness events and initiatives over
the coming years. Research shows that Black and
Latinx students become interested in working in
financial services during high school. To meet and
serve students in the season they are interested in
financial services, the Equity Collective sponsors the
Boys & Girls Clubs of America, Team IMPACT and
HIVE Diversity.
• The Boys & Girls Clubs of America can reach 4.6
million 13- to 18-year-olds with their job-readiness
and career launch program, CareerLaunch.
• Team IMPACT supports college athletes in becoming empathetic leaders by partnering as teammates
with children facing serious and chronic illness.

• HIVE Diversity, a virtual recruiting platform, connects next-generation talent of diverse backgrounds
and experiences with companies recruiting for
internship and entry-level placement opportunities.

develop the next generation of diverse leaders in the
finance industry. As part of this collective, we have
committed to participate in education and awareness events and initiatives over the coming years.

Community Recognition

Nicsa’s Diversity Project North America recognized
senior client portfolio manager Joyce Huang as a
2021 Rising Star. Huang is the head of Mosaic’s
Pan-Asian chapter.

Girls Who Invest (GWI) is a nonprofit dedicated to
increasing the number of women in portfolio management and executive leadership in the asset
management industry. GWI champions women
managing 30% of the world’s investable capital by
2030. American Century‘s investment management
teams host sophomore college students in the
GWI intensive program for six-week internships
each summer.

Community Partners

Additional involvement and partners:

LGBT Great named Jonathan Thomas, CEO, and
Victor Zhang, CIO, among its Global Top 100
Executive Allies for 2021.

CEO Action for Diversity & Inclusion is the largest
CEO-driven business commitment to advancing
diversity and inclusion in the workplace. American
Century CEO and President Jonathan Thomas is
among the more than 500 executives who have
signed on to support more inclusive workplaces,
representing 85 industries and more than 50 academic institutions and associations.
American Century is a founding member of the
Diversity Project, an initiative sponsored by the trade
association Nicsa that strives to focus on increasing diversity in the asset management industry.
We are part of the Equity Collective, a group of
wealth management and asset management businesses coming together to educate, empower and
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• Asian American Chamber of Commerce,
Kansas City Chapter.
• Kansas City Chinese American Association.
• University Academy, prekindergarten through
12th grade college-preparatory charter public
school in Kansas City, Missouri.
• LGBT Great, a global organization focused on LGBT
inclusion in the investment and savings industry.
• National Association of Securities Professionals, an
advocacy organization seeking equal opportunity for
minorities and women in the financial services industry.
• Women in ETFs, a financial services industry
organization championing diversity, equity and
inclusion worldwide.

Science Spotlight
Amyloids

Amyloids, Long Seen as Toxic Entity in Neurodegenerative Disease, Help to Store Memories

Stowers Institute Research Radically Shifts
Understanding of Markers Accompanying Alzheimer’s
Since the 1950s, amyloids have been associated
with memory loss and diseases like Alzheimer’s and
Huntington’s. The scientific research community has
widely accepted the destructive nature of brain amyloids and focused the development of therapies on dissolving or preventing their formation. But therapies that
have progressed to phase 3 clinical trials have failed
to cure memory loss. New research from the Stowers
Institute may show why.
Using the fruit fly as a research organism, scientists at the Stowers Institute found that when some
proteins form amyloid filaments, the fruit fly’s memory
is stabilized. This research suggests that amyloids may,
in fact, be key to the normal process of keeping memories, instead of only destroying them during disease.
“Essentially the idea bumped into a hundred years of
studies on protein aggregation and amyloids in the brain
that suggested one possibility—and then our finding
suggested something radically different,” said Kausik Si,
Ph.D., investigator and scientific director. “Ultimately, it’s
science. It’s not what we think, it’s what is. We’ll keep
working to figure out what’s going on.”
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Atomic structure of a biochemically active protein filament
from fruit fly brain reveals the stacked three-fold helical
symmetry of the filament core, characteristic of amyloids.
Scientists in the Si Lab study biological mechanisms
underlying the persistence of memory.

Health and Well-Being
COVID-19 Pandemic

Promoting Vaccines

Our relationship with the Stowers Institute, significant as it is, is not our only direct impact on good
health and well-being. Our workplace policies, benefits and culture have a huge impact on the health
and well-being of our more than 1,400 employees
across four continents.

With the approval of safe and effective vaccines,
and their wide availability in the U.S. by late spring,
we implemented new policies regarding vaccination.
We encouraged all employees to get vaccinated as
soon as possible, providing up to two days to get
vaccinated and recover from any side effects without having to use any paid time off. We also partnered with the Stowers Institute to provide and staff
a vaccine clinic for employees to make it easier for
them to get vaccinated.

The most pressing health and well-being challenge
in 2021 continued to be the COVID-19 pandemic.
Since the arrival of the coronavirus, we have prioritized the health and safety of our employees, families, clients and communities. Our agility, resiliency,
creativity and teamwork have allowed us to continue
safely serving our clients and making an impact on
medical research.
In 2021, that meant we continued many of the practices we first implemented in 2020, like masking, social
distancing, working remotely and testing when coming to the office or gathering in person. As the state
of the pandemic constantly changed due to advances
like vaccines and therapeutics and setbacks like the
arrival of more transmissible variants like delta and
omicron, we continued to make adjustments throughout 2021 based on the best information available and
our commitment to the health and safety of all.
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We promoted accurate and authoritative information about the vaccines by hosting executive director of the Stowers Institute, Alejandro Sánchez
Alvarado, Ph.D., to our January 2021 employee town
hall to share education and scientific insight about
the development, safety and effectiveness of the
COVID-19 vaccines. We also encouraged employees to speak to their own doctors about the benefits
of vaccination.
In the fall, we gave everyone an additional day to get
their booster shot without needing to use paid time
off. We also invited Dr. Alvarado back to our employee
town hall in December 2021 to talk about the omicron
variant and the scientific evidence for boosters.

To the left: Executive director of the Stowers Institute, Alejandro Sánchez Alvarado, Ph.D., speaks at our hybrid town hall in December 2021 about
omicron and the scientific evidence for boosters.

Connected Workplace
We had planned to return to the office in the summer
of 2021, but with the arrival of the delta variant and
without a pediatric vaccine, we delayed our return to
the office until 2022.
When we return to the office, we are not going back
to a pre-pandemic culture requiring everyone to be in
the office full time. Instead, we will be implementing
a connected workplace of the future. Our connected
workplace will improve our employee experience,
attract and retain key talent and skills, and enable
productivity and effectiveness.
The connected workplace of the future is not a onesize-fits-all solution. All employees will work with
their managers to set the number of days a week
they will work from the office, and the days of the
week they will work remotely. Some employees will
want to return to the office full time, and they may.
Others benefited from having time they can work
from home, avoiding commutes and finding that
they could be just as effective in accomplishing their
professional responsibilities from home while being
more effective fulfilling their personal priorities. Our
connected workplace embraces the adaptability
and resilience we discovered in ourselves individually and as a company over the past two years.
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We continue to value our office space and its role
in our culture, connection and innovation. We also
value employee flexibility and being deliberate about
using their time in the office to grow our connection,
strengthen our culture and serve our clients.

Gratitude Awards
Our employees have been resilient in the face of
many challenges over the past two years. We are
especially thankful to our front-line essential teammates who continued to come to the offices during
all stages of the pandemic to keep the company
operational. We also are indebted to our information technology (IT) colleagues who built the robust
infrastructure that facilitated the quick and successful pivot to a remote workplace, which allowed the
rest of us to work from home and created a seamless experience for our clients. To show our appreciation, American Century gave gratitude awards
in the form of a bonus to employees who worked
during the pandemic.

Leave of Absence and Well-Being
Support Benefits
The last two years clarified areas where we can
enhance the benefits we offer our employees. With
the pandemic exposing the challenges of caregiving
and taking leaves of absences, we reevaluated our

employee benefits, and with the insight of our business
resource groups, we expanded our leave of absence
and well-being support benefits for all our employees.
We increased paid parental leave for both primary
and secondary caregivers for U.S. employees. We
increased our primary caregiver parental leave from
six to 10 weeks (employees who give birth will have
a total of 16 weeks of leave including short-term disability) and our secondary caregiver leave from two to
six weeks.
For 2022, we are:
• Increasing bereavement leave from three days
to five days.
• Implementing caregiver leave of five days annually that may be used in situations when medical caregiving responsibilities are essential.
• Expanding our Employee Assistance Program to
offer a broader array of support and services.

Health Benefits and Wellness Policies
The pandemic highlighted how people with good
health care have better health outcomes for themselves. We offer our employees and their families a
health program that Healthy KC, a workplace wellness certification program of the Greater Kansas
City Chamber of Commerce and Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Kansas City, ranked “platinum,” the highest

level of recognition. Our platinum certification reflects
our policies, programs or processes across five pillars of health:

- Chronic condition and weight management
programs.

• Healthy eating.

- On-site health screenings and flu shots.

• Active living.
• Tobacco cessation.
• Work-life integration.
• Design-built environment.
Our robust health plans and wellness programs
help provide the opportunity to live a healthier life.
American Century offers benefits to regular employees scheduled to work 20 hours or more a week
and their spouses, children and domestic partners
or other full-time members of the household. These
programs include:
• Medical, dental and vision benefits.
• Health savings and flexible spending accounts.
• Employee assistance program.
• Healthtrack Wellness Program for employees
and significant others:
- Exercise and wellness programs including
customized health coaching.
- Rewards for completing healthy challenges.
- On-site fitness centers with group fitness
classes as well as health club reimbursement
for offices without fitness centers.
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- Confidential online health management portal.
We also offer plans to support the financial wellbeing of employees, including:
• Competitive compensation, including annual
incentive plans.
• Retirement plan, with 401(k) match and discretionary contribution, which has 99% participation.
• 529 education savings plan match.
• Group term life and accidental death and
dismemberment insurance.
• Supplemental life insurance.
• Short-term and long-term disability insurance.
• Critical illness insurance.
• Long-term care insurance.
• Pet insurance.
• Tuition reimbursement.
• Identity theft protection.
• Adoption and surrogate assistance, which received
100 Best recognition from the Dave Thomas
Foundation for Adoption.
• Legal services.
• Service anniversary awards.

Our paid time off benefits include:
• Stock market holidays (typically nine days) plus
one floating holiday.
• Paid time off, starting with 20 days and increasing to 25 days after three years of service time.
• Parental leave of 10 weeks for the primary caregiver and six weeks for the secondary caregiver.
• Bereavement leave of three days (increased to
five days in 2022).

Science Spotlight
Sense of Smell in Mice

Findings Could Have Implications for Infants and Children Impacted by COVID-19-related Loss of Smell

In Mice, Disruption of Smell in Early Development
Causes Deficits That Persist Into Adulthood
Animals possess an inborn ability to recognize certain
odors to avoid predators, seek food and find mates. But
two new studies from the laboratory of investigator Ron
Yu, Ph.D., at the Stowers Institute indicate this sense of
smell is more malleable than previously thought. Yu’s team
exposed mice at a week old to a chemical component
of bobcat urine called PEA, finding the animals no longer
avoided that odor later in life.
“Because the mice encountered this odor while they were
still with their mothers in a safe environment and found
that it did not pose a danger, they learned to not be afraid of
it anymore,” says Yu.
The manipulated mice had lost their innate ability to recognize attractive or aversive odors, indicating that the olfactory system is still malleable during this critical period of
development.
With the COVID-19 pandemic warping the sense of smell
in millions of people, Yu thinks this altered sensory experience could have a major impact on affected infants and
children, especially considering the role that many odors
play in social connections and mental health.
“The sense of smell has a strong emotional component to
it—it’s the smell of home cooking that gives you a feeling of
comfort and safety,” says Yu. “Most people don’t recognize
how important it is until they lose it.”
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A section of a mouse olfactory bulb showing nerve cells and other tissue components

Children’s Mercy Hospital
American Century has a long relationship with Children’s
Mercy Hospital, a leading pediatric institution based in
Kansas City, Missouri. In 2021, American Century volunteers
built “happy kits” for inpatients, sent cards to mothers of
patients spending Mother’s Day at the hospital and raised
funds for the hospital’s CHiCoS Clinic, a culture and language
coaching program for bilingual pediatric residents. Our Pride
business resource group raised funds for Gender Pathway
Services, which provides interdisciplinary, family-centered
services for transgender, gender-variant and genderquestioning children.

American Century Championship
The American Century Championship has raised more than
$5 million for local, regional and national charities. Celebrities
and sports legends alike gather in Lake Tahoe, Nevada, each
July to compete in this golf tournament.
After the pandemic limited 2020’s event to a spectatorfree competition, the 32nd annual event in 2021 welcomed
a small number of fans. We directed $95,000 of the prize
purse to the Stowers Institute and divided $85,000 among 19
Lake Tahoe-area nonprofits, including Bread & Broth 4 Kids,
Tahoe Youth & Family Services and the Community Disaster
Resource Center. Many of these nonprofits were impacted by
the Caldor Fire of 2021.
We also donated $10,000 to We Are One Recovery, the Animal
Legal Defense Fund and I Stand With My Pack, the charities
of choice for the winners of the first-ever American Century
Championship Fantasy Golf tournament.
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Community Involvement
Employees Drive Our Community Impact
in Ways Personally Meaningful to Them
Our impact—funding medical research to improve
life’s quality—attracts employees who want to do
more for their communities. As our employees work
to make American Century successful, they further
the mission of the Stowers Institute and join our
impact on world health. We in turn want to help our
people give back in ways personally meaningful to
them. That’s why our employees drive our matching
program, grantmaking and volunteer activities. We
amplify their impact based on the causes and organizations they choose to support with their time, talent and money.

Giving Time
When employees volunteer their time, we give
the organization $25 for each hour they give. Our
employees volunteer about 6,000 reported hours
on average each year. Even with the pandemic limiting or changing volunteer opportunities, American
Century employees found ways to serve. For example, our 2021 reading mentors for Lead to Read KC
read with their students virtually. Lead to Read KC
connects trusted, caring adult volunteers (called

Reading Mentors) with students in grades kindergarten through three. Once a week, for 30 minutes,
Reading Mentors and students explore the world by
reading books together, supporting the social, emotional and reading skills that are foundational for
student success.
Our employees, working both through our Volunteers
with Impact and Purpose group and our employee
BRGs, shifted efforts during the pandemic to
clothing drives, fundraising efforts and care package building to organizations including Dress for
Success and Rose Brooks Center.

Giving Talent
We encourage employee involvement in nonprofit
organizations as board members, on advisory committees and as recurring volunteers. We connect
agencies with employees who are passionate about
the organization’s mission and willing to advance
the work. These opportunities help develop leadership skills our people bring to the community and
back to their roles at American Century.
Their involvement also helps inform where and how
the American Century Investments Foundation
makes grants. Twice yearly, the Foundation

American Century Volunteers Exceed
Goal for Rose Brooks Packing Event
Nearly 50 volunteers from across American Century packed
hygiene kits for residents of Rose Brooks Center, a local domestic
violence shelter. They gathered around 10,000 individual items
of basic necessities like shampoo, conditioner, soap, combs,
activity books for kids and granola bars into large plastic bags
and delivered more than 1,000 kits to the Rose Brooks Center.
They doubled their goal in less than two hours.
“What an amazing way to start the day—reconnecting with
all of my American Century friends and helping an incredible
organization,” said Amy Kozup, vice president, office of the
CIO, who is on the board of Rose Brooks. “A huge thank you to
everyone who contributed to the event. I know our efforts are
very appreciated by Rose Brooks.”
Ashley Thornton, technical product owner at American Century,
coordinated the event, working with vendors to gather supplies
for the kits. Ashley, the director of community service for the
Kansas City chapter of Accelerate, said Virginia Stowers’ legacy
of philanthropy is an inspiration for the group.
“Community is an important pillar for Accelerate. We believe that
if we aren’t creating ways to either uplift, increase financial literacy
or opportunity in this field for women and girls, then we aren’t
doing our part,” she explained. “With last year requiring us to help
in virtual ways, I was passionate about providing a way for us to
come together in person. Rose Brooks was a natural fit because
of Mrs. Stowers’ long-term commitment to the organization and
the passion that our employees had for its mission.”
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considers grant applications from 501(c)(3)
organizations providing innovative and sustaining
opportunities that inspire growth in the communities where our employees live and work. One of
the weightiest factors in the application process
is the significant and recurring involvement of
American Century employees in the nonprofit, like
serving on a board or committee, volunteering
time on an ongoing basis and making regular monetary donations.
“The American Century Investments Foundation
grant program is just one example of how we support the communities we serve,” said Diane Gallagher,
head of employee experience. “And as employees,
we play an extremely important part in determining
how our firm participates in philanthropy by how we
contribute our own time, talent and treasure.”
Grants range from $5,000 to $25,000 with $1 million awarded in 2021 and $18.7 million funded
since 2013. Recipients in 2021 included organizations focused on social justice, health and human
services, arts, animal welfare, youth and education,
among others. Nonprofit organizations from coast
to coast have received grants to address hunger
(City Harvest in New York), disability rights in Africa
(U.S. Friends of Able Child Africa) and domestic violence prevention (Rose Brooks Center), as well as
dozens of other charities.

Giving Money
Our employees participate in our matching gifts program at a rate three times higher than the national
average, producing more than $1 million in matches
in a single year. We match each employee’s donations up to $7,000 annually to 501(c)(3) organizations and up to $5,000 annually for contributions to
disaster relief. Also, employees get a 2-1 match of
their contributions of an additional $3,000 to groups
supporting civil rights or social action and advocacy
efforts. This 2-1 match began in 2020 retroactively
to 2015 and remained in place through 2021. We
also match up to $1,000 each year in team contributions to charitable organizations.
For Example:

2021 Employee
Contribution

to 501(c)(3) organizations

American Century
Match

$7,000

$7,000

to disaster relief

+

5,000

+

5,000

to civil rights/social
action groups

+

3,000

+

6,000

$15,000

$18,000

Each American Century employee can direct a total of $33,000 to
causes meaningful to them.

Of each dollar of dividends we pay, more than 40
cents go to medical research. In addition, we match
a significant amount of money donated and time
volunteered by our employees. Together, we are
making an impact on health and well-being, as well
as the communities where we live and work.

Science Spotlight
Eye Tissue

Ciliary Body Could Be Key in Detection and Treatment of Eye Disease Before Vision is Impaired

Specialized Eye Tissue Implicated in Various Eye
Diseases Could Hold Key to Stem Cell Therapy
Researchers have successfully restored vision in
mice with degenerative diseases of the retina by
transplanting stem cells, but this only lasted three
to four months.
“You cannot cure the condition in a diseased eye if
you don’t know what causes the disease,” said investigator Ting Xie, Ph.D., at the Stowers Institute. “This
has been a major hurdle for stem cell therapy in
treating degenerative diseases.”
To this end, Xie’s group began to study the eye tissue
microenvironment, specifically a specialized tissue
in the eye called the ciliary body. The research highlights the ciliary body’s broad role in maintenance of
eye health, implicates it in various eye diseases and
points to it as a key to detecting and treating degenerative eye conditions like glaucoma and cataracts
before vision is impaired.

Morphology of the adult mouse eye
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SUSTAINABILITY
AS A

corporate
citizen
Scientific research excellence requires a
drive for social benefit and transparent and
ethical conduct. Likewise, a drive to protect
our environment, transparent governance
and ethical business conduct are the
foundations of good corporate citizenship.

Green Office Initiatives
American Century’s Green Team
The Green Team at American Century creates space for
productive discussion and action around sustainable
environmental opportunities that affect our employees,
clients and community. Through our collaborative
structure, we engage all employees based on functional
interest, and promote a holistic approach to managing
green initiatives at the firm.
• Established 2021.
• 60-plus members across our global offices.
• 15 officers.
• Four subcommittees drive sustainability initiatives:
- Employee and community engagement educates
and engages employees around sustainability
initiatives in the office and local communities.
- Facilities make our office spaces greener.
- Marketing finds ways to reach our clients in
environmentally sustainable ways.
- Impact reporting compiles key data to understand our footprint and set goals.

Expanding Environmentally
Sustainable Practices

business groups to the head of corporate sustainability and by creating the Green Team.

There is no doubt that climate change has impacted
and will continue to impact human health. Research
on its impact on human health has accelerated over
the last three decades, including at the Stowers
Institute for Medical Research. In a 2021 research
paper, researchers at the Stowers Institute looked
at how organisms adapt to long-term temperature
change, finding some proteins can adapt by acquiring new biophysical properties and functions.

“The establishment of the Green Team gives us the
ability to harness all the good work that’s already been
happening across the firm under a cohesive strategy,
measure our progress and significantly expand our
impact,” said Matt Oldroyd, senior vice president of
corporate sustainability at American Century.

While basic research can reveal important information about the impact of climate change, we must act
now to decrease its scale. As a company that directs
more than 40% of our dividends to medical research
as well as an asset manager that incorporates environmental considerations into our analysis of other
companies, American Century recognizes we also
share in the global responsibility to limit our impact
on the environment. We are continuously implementing ways to reduce our environmental footprint
across global operations and supply chains to help
protect our collective future.
In 2021, we identified an opportunity to strengthen
this work by elevating the responsibility for environmentally sustainable business practices across
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The Green Team
The Green Team, made up of more than 60 employees from across our global offices, collaborates
across the company to organize and facilitate action
around sustainable environmental opportunities that
affect our employees, clients and community.
The Green Team’s priorities are to establish targets
and measure our environmental footprint and sustainability progress; maintain pandemic-driven sustainability gains around travel, printing and waste
reductions; execute paperless marketing and conference experiences; and support sustainability within
our communities.
For example, the Green Team partnered with
Accelerate (our business resource group for
women) to sponsor a clothing drive supporting Dress for Success KC. Dress for Success is

a worldwide organization with local affiliates that
strives to empower women to achieve economic
independence by providing a network of support,
professional attire and the development tools to
help them thrive in work and in life. Our employees
collected 748 professional clothing items, more than
seven times the goal.

The Facilities Life Cycle
Building a Sustainable Workplace for the Long Term
Our facilities team takes a long-term approach to
being good stewards of the environment. Our overall
approach is to build and maintain a healthy and sustainable workplace for all employees, not just on day
one of the space but throughout the life of the building.
Renovations and Construction:
• We use hundreds of different products in renovations and new construction. We select vendors
that make sustainability part of their business
model and choose sustainable products. For
example, the carpet companies we partner
with have sustainable certifications and reclamation programs, and we purchase furniture
designed to support the circular economy.
Decommissioning:
• When decommissioning a site, or removing furniture and equipment to prepare for demolition, we
divert more than 90% of items from the landfill by
selling, donating or recycling them. For example,
we recycle metal from file cabinets and furniture
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panels. We donate furniture and equipment like
microwaves and refrigerators to local nonprofits.
Demolition:
• When demolishing a site, we divert 75% to 80%
of items from the landfill.
• We work with our general contractor to recycle
construction materials, like metal studs, ceiling
tiles, light fixtures and copper plumbing pipe,
that come from our job sites.
• None of our carpet ends up in a landfill. Our carpet
installation company takes out all carpet and works
with carpet mills to recycle or reuse all carpet.
• We donate to Habitat for Humanity ReStore,
which takes materials like plumbing fixtures
and specialty lighting.
• We donate to the Kansas City Art Institute and
local small theatre companies, which take
materials that can be artistically repurposed
like hardwood, drapes and nameplates.

Climate Change
We know climate change is impacting and
will continue to impact human health. We are
committed to doing better with sustainable
office initiatives.

Sustainable Office Initiatives
Transportation:
• We subsidize the cost of mass transit with our U.S.
commuting benefits program.
• Our global headquarters in Kansas City, Missouri, and
other locations feature electric vehicle charging stations.
• We use videoconferencing to reduce the need for
business travel, a practice we will maintain as pandemic
travel limitations ease.
Heating and Cooling
• Our global headquarters use Fanwall Technology®
to reduce energy consumption by 20% to 30%.
• Our Los Angeles office is in a building with LEED®
Gold Certification and Gold Wired Certification.
• Our building energy management systems help monitor,
control and optimize the energy consumption of our facilities’ heating, ventilation and air conditioning equipment.
• We actively seek upgrades to enhance energy efficiencies
such as using Mecho shades to reduce glare and heat
gain in our renovations.
Lighting and Electricity
• We use server virtualization and a state-of-the-art data
center to gain information technology efficiencies. We
have upgraded to power-efficient desktop monitors.
• We use LED lighting for new and renovated spaces. We
are eliminating existing fluorescent lighting with only
approximately 20% remaining.
• Overhead and desktop lights shut off automatically after
detecting periods of no activity.
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• Energy Star-rated equipment and appliances in use
across the firm exceed the federal minimum standards
for quality and efficiency.
Paper:
• We eliminated most personal printers, and double-sided
printing is the default setting firmwide. In many cases,
documents are shared virtually and not printed at all.
• We encourage scanning documents to lessen the need
for paper and paper storage such as file cabinets.
• We eliminated paper handouts in client meetings, using a
digital publication application to share client presentations instead.
• We use motion-activated towel dispensers and hand-dryers.
• We use digital signage in our facilities.
Waste:
• We recycle paper, plastic, glass and batteries.
• We compost food waste where possible and use biodegradable cups and to-go containers. We do not use
polystyrene foam cups in cafes or breakrooms.
• Our construction waste management plan includes
donating unneeded office equipment, supplies and
furniture and recycling other items such as scrap
metal and carpet.
Water:
• Sensors shut off landscape irrigation systems during rainfall.
• We use water-efficient plumbing and appliances such as
low-flush toilets.
• We put bottle fillers in employee work areas to encourage
the use of reusable water bottles.

Science Spotlight
Hair Cells in Zebrafish

Researchers Discover New Cell Involved in Hair Cell Regeneration in Zebrafish

Regenerating Hair Cells in Fish Show Promise for
Restoring Hearing in Humans
Humans cannot regenerate inner ear hair cells, which
are responsible for detecting sound, but nonmammalian vertebrates can readily regenerate sensory
hair cells that are similar in function. Because similar cells exist in the inner ears of mammals, it may
be possible to develop medical therapies to restore
hearing through the regeneration of hair cells.
“To gain a detailed understanding of the molecular
mechanisms and genes that enable fish to regenerate hair cells, we need to understand which cells
give rise to regenerating hair cells and, related to
that question, how many cell types exist in the sensory organs,” says investigator Tatjana Piotrowski,
Ph.D., at the Stowers Institute.
During the quest to understand zebrafish hair cell
regeneration, researchers from Dr. Piotrowski’s laboratory discovered the existence of a cell type not
previously known. They also observed these cells
invading other cells. Future research by the team
will focus on identifying triggers for the invasion of
other cells and their functions, including how this
process may relate to hair cell regeneration.
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A zebrafish sensory organ and surrounding tissue in
which different cell types are labeled with different colors

Researchers use zebrafish to study mechanisms of cell
and tissue regeneration
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Winning Behaviors
In addition to our guiding principles, our winning
behaviors exemplify how we provide greater
value to our clients every day. As a framework for
success, we train, develop, set expectations and
measure ourselves against the winning behaviors:
• Client focused.
• Courageous and accountable.
• Collaborative.
• Curious and adaptable.
• Competitively driven.

Core Values Guide Our Organization and
Shape the Way We Do Business
Because of our unique ownership structure, the company and our employees are uniquely motivated by our
commitment to cure life-threatening diseases, including cancer. We see the work we do every day driving
progress in the medical community, creating a natural
inclination in each of us to contribute our all to every initiative we pursue. The values that drove our founder to
create the Stowers Institute guide our organization and
shape the way we do business. We attribute our success to these guiding principles that drive our growth
and provide a foundation for everything we do:
• Deliver value to our investors.
• Challenge and inspire the best workforce.
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• The Stowers Institute and Stowers family.
• Tokyo-based Nomura Holdings Inc.
• American Century employees and others.
Nomura acquired a noncontrolling economic interest in
American Century in 2016. Our two firms share many
common values, including a commitment to making
a positive long-term impact on the environment and
society and contributing to the achievement of the U.N.
Sustainable Development Goals.

Boards of Directors

• Have an adaptable and innovative mindset.

American Century Investments has a corporate board
of directors that oversees the business and its investments and fund boards that oversee its managed funds.

• Work with integrity.

Corporate Board of Directors

Ownership

As with other corporations, the stockholders of American
Century Companies Inc. have elected a board of directors that is responsible for the oversight of the management of American Century Companies and indirectly all
its subsidiaries, including American Century Investment
Management Inc. The board’s responsibilities include
governing the organization by establishing broad

• Build a financially sound company.

American Century Companies Inc. is a privately controlled company and the ultimate parent of the related
group of subsidiaries involved in the management and
distribution of investment products, collectively referred
to as American Century Investments. This group
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includes American Century Investment Management
Inc., our U.S.-based registered investment advisor.
Equity ownership is divided among:

Corporate Board of Directors
Chair: Richard W. Brown - chair of the board,
Stowers Institute
Directors:
• Alejandro Sánchez Alvarado, Ph.D. - scientific
director and investigator, Stowers Institute.
• Patrick Bannigan* - executive vice president
and chief financial officer, American Century.
• Abby Freeman - former executive vice president
for administration, Stowers Institute (retired).
• Charles German - general counsel, Stowers Institute.
• Gina Kaiser - director, Stowers Resource Management.
• Hiroyasu Koike - president and CEO, Nomura Asset
Management Co.
• Brent Kreider - chief operating officer,
Stowers Institute.
• Yoshihiro Namura - head of investment
management, Nomura Holdings.
• Jonathan Thomas* - president and
CEO, American Century.
• David A. Welte - board member, Stowers Institute.
*Interested directors

policies and objectives; selecting, appointing, supporting
and reviewing the performance of its officers; ensuring
the availability of adequate financial resources; approving
significant corporate transactions and initiatives; approving annual budgets; and accounting to the stockholders
for the company’s financial performance.
Fund Boards
The fund boards of directors/trustees oversee the various
American Century U.S.-based mutual funds. These
boards represent the interests of fund shareholders and
oversee the management of the funds by American
Century Investment Management Inc. The fund boards
meet quarterly to monitor a wide range of topics, including without limitation: investment performance, shareholder service, administration, regulatory compliance and
fund operations.
As required by the Investment Company Act of 1940, the
boards consist predominantly of independent directors
unaffiliated with American Century. The independent
directors select and nominate new independent directors
in the event of board vacancies and have their own legal
counsel. President and CEO Jonathan Thomas is the sole
American Century representative on the fund boards.

Management Committee
American Century’s Management Committee is
responsible for the strategic direction of the firm and
all day-to-day decisions involving the company. The
group includes our CEO and leaders of six key areas
of the company—investment, operating, legal, client,
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investment solutions and people—engendering alignment and accountability across the firm.
To provide additional input and debate on critical issues
facing the company and the entire asset management
industry, additional performance group leaders have
been identified to serve on the Expanded Management
Committee (EMC) to lead special initiatives and join the
Management Committee for periodic updates. EMC initiatives include developing and implementing our connected workplace, evolving our diversity, equity and
inclusion culture and infusing innovation into the fabric
of our culture.
The EMC includes:
• Drew Billingsley (Product).
• Keith Creveling (Investment management).
• Jamie Downing (Distribution).
• Karen Heath-Wade (Distribution).
• Mark Najarian (Distribution).
• Janet Nash (Legal).
• Matt Oldroyd (Investment Solutions/
CPM/Corporate Sustainability).
• Wayne Park (Distribution/PFSCO).
• Jamie Patel (Technology).
• Cheryl Redline (Controller).
• Tanya Sargeon (Business process reengineering).
• Charles Tan (Investment management).
• Jackie Wagner (Investment management).

American Century Kansas City Fund Board

American Century Mountain View Fund Board

American Century New York Fund Board

Independent chair: Jan M. Lewis - retired
president and CEO, Catholic Charities of Northeast
Kansas; former president, Butler Construction;
trustee, Butler Manufacturing Co. Foundation.

Independent chair: Tanya S. Beder – chair and
founder, SBCC Group; former CEO, Tribeca Global
Management LLC; director and former chair,
International Association of Financial Engineers;
fellow, International Center for Finance at Yale.

Independent chair: Reginald M. Browne - principal,
GTS; former senior managing director, ETF group,
Cantor Fitzgerald; managing director, ETF group,
Knight Capital; senior vice president, ETF group,
NewEdge; ETF sales and trading, LaBranche & Co.

•

Jeremy Bulow - Richard Stepp Professor
of Economics, Stanford University.

•

Jeremy Bulow - Richard Stepp Professor
of Economics, Stanford University.

•

Barry M. Mendelson - self-employed consultant in
investment management industry; former principal
and senior counsel, The Vanguard Group; assistant
chief counsel, division investment management,
Securities and Exchange Commission.

•

Jonathan Thomas, interested trustee president and CEO, American Century.

•

Stephen E. Yates - retired; former executive vice
president, technology and operations, KeyCorp;
president, USAA Information Technology Co.;
vice president, Rockwell Automation; vice
president, Brown & Root; vice president, EBASCO;
director, Applied Industrial Technologies.

•

Thomas W. Bunn - retired vice chairman and
president, KeyCorp; director, SquareTwo
Financial; director, Barings.

•

Chris H. Cheesman - retired senior vice president
and chief audit executive, AllianceBernstein.

•

Jennifer Cabalquinto - former special advisor
and chief financial officer, GSW Sports LLC.

•

Barry Fink - retired executive vice president and
chief operating officer, American Century.

•

•

Rajesh K. Gupta - founder and partner
emeritus, SeaCrest Investment Management
and SeaCrest Wealth Management; former
managing director, chief administrative officer,
Morgan Stanley Global Investor Group.

Anne Casscells - co-CEO and chief investment
officer, Aetos Alternatives Management; former
chief investment officer and managing director of
investment policy research, Stanford Management Co.

•

Lynn M. Jenkins - former U.S. representative;
former Kansas state treasurer, Kansas state
senator and Kansas state representative.

•

Jonathan Thomas, interested director president and CEO, American Century.

•

Stephen E. Yates - retired executive vice president,
technology and operations, KeyCorp; former
president, Information Technology Co., USAA.
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•

Jonathan D. Levin - dean, Stanford Graduate
School of Business; Holbrook Working Professor
of Price Theory, Stanford University.

•

Peter F. Pervere - retired vice president and chief
financial officer, Commerce One; director, Intraware.

•

John B. Shoven - professor of economics,
Stanford University; director, Cadence
Design Systems; director, Exponent.

•

Jonathan Thomas, interested director/trustee president and CEO, American Century.

Science Spotlight
Flatworm Regeneration

Organ Cells Change Their Function to Enable Whole-Body Flatworm Regeneration

Researchers Discover Rare Cell States
During Regeneration
The planarian Schmidtea mediterranea, a type of flatworm,
can regrow an entire animal from tiny tissue fragments as
miniscule as 1/279 of the animal. How it accomplishes
this has largely been a mystery.
“Regeneration was a little bit of a black box before—we
knew some genes that were important, and we could look
at how some genes were altered globally in response to
amputation and during regeneration, but we didn’t know
how individual cell types across the animal were changing their behavior or function. That’s what this experiment
allowed us to characterize,” said Blair Benham-Pyle, Ph.D.,
a postdoctoral scientist in the laboratory of Alejandro
Sánchez Alvarado, Ph.D., Stowers Institute executive director and chief scientific officer and Howard Hughes Medical
Institute investigator.
The researchers found and characterized five different
cell types, from all three germ layers (muscle, epidermis
and intestine), that transiently altered their transcriptional
output after amputation. The researchers were surprised
to discover the intestine seems to be important for both
stem cell maintenance and regulating tissue remodeling
after amputation. The study also showed that tissue from
areas distant from, as well as nearby to, the site of injury
contribute to the process of regeneration.
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An “atlas” representation captures the cellular complexity
of flatworm regeneration. Individual flatworm cells are
represented by dots, with colors corresponding to collection time points and distances representing similarity in
gene expression profiles

Planarian flatworms, each about the size of a toenail clipping, may seem like simple animals, but they have complex
biology including an extensive capacity for regeneration

Ethical Business Conduct
Business Code of Conduct

Meeting the Highest Ethical Standards
to Earn and Keep Our Clients’ Trust
Our firm is committed to implementing bestin-class governance practices and meeting
the highest ethical standards. It is how
we earn and keep our clients’ trust.

To keep the confidence and trust of our investors
and the general public, American Century employees
approach their work with integrity and an unwavering
determination to act in accordance with the law and
the highest standards of ethical conduct and fair dealing in every situation. Our Business Code of Conduct
exists to make employees aware of the company’s
commitment to the highest degree of ethical business
standards and includes our Code of Ethics and policies
related to outside employment, directorships, independent contracting and gifts and entertainment.

Code of Ethics
The Code of Ethics guides the personal investment
activities of American Century employees—including
full- and part-time employees, contract and temporary employees, and officers and directors (and members of their immediate families). The Code of Ethics
defines parameters for employees’ personal securities
transactions to ensure no conflict with the interests of
clients’ portfolios.
Based on their job functions, employees are assigned
one of four Code of Ethics classifications. Each
classification carries different reporting requirements and trading restrictions. All employees must
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complete Code of Ethics training annually, and individuals with certain classifications must complete additional
periodic training.
Our Code of Ethics Review Committee oversees
employee trading activity, reviews violations and
determines any appropriate sanctions. The committee
also reviews potential conflicts of interest, such as outside directorships.

Product Governance
Our Products and Markets Committee determines a
product strategy that will meet the needs of clients and
align with the firm’s overall business strategy. Four
groups provide ongoing governance of the firm’s
investment products:
• Trade Oversight Committee.
• Investment Oversight Committee.
• Complex Securities Committee.
• Valuations Committee.

Anti-Corruption and Bribery
Our Anti-Bribery Compliance Committee oversees
the firm’s comprehensive Anti-Bribery Policy and program designed to comply with the U.S. Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act, U.K. Bribery Act 2010 and similar laws and

regulations worldwide. No gifts, meals, entertainment
or anything else of value may be given or provided to
any government official, person who might be believed
to be a government official or politically exposed person unless approved by the appropriate legal and compliance personnel. All gifts, entertainment and anything
else of value must comply with our Business Code of
Conduct and Gifts and Entertainment Policy and be
reported in the firm’s travel and expense reporting system. All employees must certify annually their awareness of and compliance with the Anti-Bribery Policy.

Political Contributions
American Century generally does not make corporate
contributions to state or local officials or candidates,
political parties or political action committees.
Our comprehensive Political Contributions Policy is
designed to comply with U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission Rule 206(4)-5 and Municipal Securities
Rulemaking Board (MSRB) Rule G-37, which address
“pay-for-play” practices by investment advisors and
municipal securities dealers. Among other measures,
the policy requires employees to preclear their personal
political contributions.
All employees must complete annual certifications
stating that they have read and understand the Political
Contributions Policy, have precleared and reported their
political contributions to Compliance and have not
asked anyone, including a spouse or family member,
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to make a prohibited contribution on their behalf. Our
compliance department monitors compliance with
Rule G-37 quarterly and submits appropriate filings to
the MSRB.

Human Rights
As a global organization and good corporate citizen,
American Century strongly opposes slavery and human
rights violations. We promote high ethical standards
and expect suppliers to exhibit high standards as well.
As such, we intend to avoid conducting business with
or supporting any organization involved in the categories of serious exploitation as provided for in current
modern slavery legislation:
• Trafficking in persons.
• Slavery, servitude.
• Forced marriage.
• Forced labor.
• Debt bondage.
• Child labor.
• Deceptive recruiting for labor or services.
To further this support, American Century is one of the
initial members of a new investor coalition dedicated
to the fight against modern slavery: Investors Against
Slavery and Trafficking Asia-Pacific (IAST APAC). IAST
APAC is an investor-led initiative convened to promote
effective action among investee companies in the
APAC region to find, fix and prevent modern slavery,

labor exploitation and human trafficking in their value
chains. As investors, we expect companies to meet
their reporting and compliance obligations and, in doing
so, encourage companies to examine broader risks of
labor exploitation as a leading indicator of modern slavery. We are committed to building our understanding
of and incorporating best practices into our operations
and continually look for ways to advance these issues.

Reporting Problems and Concerns
American Century maintains a Reporting Problems and
Concerns Policy that encourages employees to report
any potential problems or concerns. The policy outlines who the employee should contact based on the
nature of the issue. An employee also has the ability to
anonymously submit a concern using a hotline, which
a third-party vendor answers and notifies American
Century of the matter. No adverse action will be taken
against anyone who in good faith notifies the company
of a concern, reports an incident prohibited by any
policy or assists in the follow-up or investigation.

Risk Management
The Management Committee defines the
company’s risk appetite using these firmwide
risk filters:

		 Franchise
Reputation
Strategic
People
		

Financial

		

Regulatory

Risk management is an inherent part of our corporate
culture. A comprehensive framework guides awareness, identification and management responsibilities
across all levels of the firm. We promote an environment that requires integrity, fosters innovation and
encourages sound business practices.
Senior business leaders identify and implement risk
management policies, processes and controls tailored
to their business units. The Internal Audit Department
participates in projects relating to risks and controls and advises management using tests that independently assess the effectiveness of the company’s
control environment. In addition, senior leaders from
across the organization serve on various risk oversight committees, including the Investment Oversight
Committee, Trade Oversight Committee, Complex
Securities Committee and the Code of Ethics Review
Committee. The Productivity Quarterly Review provides a platform for formal assessment of productivity
efforts, oversight of enterprisewide risk and identification of emerging risks.

Cybersecurity, Data Protection and
Client Privacy
Trust underpins any solid relationship and assumes
great importance for us because clients entrust
their financial futures to our care and count on us
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to keep that information confidential. Our Privacy
and Security Policy explains how and why we collect certain information, while our Privacy Notice
details how we collect, share and protect clients’ personal information.
Because safeguarding our operations and clients’ personal information is paramount, American Century
deploys cutting-edge technologies to help prevent,
detect, assess and respond to information security and
cybersecurity risks. A steering committee of representatives from each business function oversees information security policies that align closely with International
Security Standard (ISO) 27001, industry best practices
and relevant regulations.
The Information Security team continuously monitors our data protection systems, provides risk
assessment and consults on appropriate security countermeasures. An annual SOC 1 (System
and Organization Controls) audit provides an external review of our information security controls and
their effectiveness.
Our annual employee awareness program informs and
reinforces information security policies by coordinating
communications for our compliance, privacy, physical
security, information security and business continuity
groups. New employees must read and acknowledge

the Confidential Information and Asset Policy. We have
implemented a bimonthly program that delivers immediate training to employees who click on links in simulated phishing emails. The Information Security team
provides additional security training to the company’s
information technology developers.
Information security due diligence on third-party firms
and vendors includes:
• A formal review process for vendors
that handle sensitive information.
• Background checks on third-party employees who would have access to sensitive information or login access to our systems.
• Confidentiality agreements with third-party firms
and vendors with access to critical data.

Business Continuity and Resiliency
Wide-ranging, global business continuity and resiliency
programs focus on preparing for and recovering from
unpredictable events and activities (e.g., technological, environmental, terrorist) that could disrupt normal
business operations and affect the physical safety of
our employees.
Our crisis management team coordinates activities
firmwide among the emergency response, business
continuity, information technology and business unit
management groups. The Business Continuity team
develops and manages enterprisewide planning and
recovery activities, including separate recovery plans
for each company office, system recovery and the
potential impact of changing regulations on recovery planning. Dedicated staff work with critical business units to maintain and evolve business continuity
operating procedures.

ESG Definitions
ESG Integrated: An investment strategy that integrates environmental, social, and/or governance (ESG) factors aims to make investment decisions through the analysis of ESG factors alongside other financial variables in an
effort to deliver superior, long-term, risk-adjusted returns. Therefore, ESG factors may limit the investment opportunities available, and the portfolio may perform differently than those that do not incorporate ESG factors. Portfolio
managers have ultimate discretion in how ESG issues may impact a portfolio’s holdings, and depending on their analysis, investment decisions may not be affected by ESG factors.
ESG Focused: An investment strategy that focuses on environmental, social, and/or governance (ESG) factors seeks to invest, under normal market conditions, in securities that meet certain ESG criteria or standards in an
effort to promote sustainable characteristics, in addition to seeking superior, long-term, risk-adjusted returns. This investment focus may limit the investment opportunities available to a portfolio. Therefore, the portfolio may
underperform or perform differently than other portfolios that do not have an ESG investment focus. ESG-focused investment strategies include but are not limited to impact, best-in-class, positive screening, exclusionary, and
thematic approaches.
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Managing Money, Making An Impact
American Century Investments® is a leading asset manager focused on delivering investment results and building longterm client relationships while supporting innovative medical research that can improve human health. It’s how we and our
clients together Prosper With Purpose.®
Every day people are increasingly focused on investing to make the world a better place for themselves, their families, their
organizations and the world at large. It is possible to live a more meaningful and impactful life and give back something that’s
more valuable than money.
When you invest with us, you can also invest in the future of others and have the potential to impact the lives of millions.
That’s possible because of the distinct relationship with the Stowers Institute for Medical Research, which owns more than
40% of American Century. Our dividend payments provide ongoing financial support for the Institute’s work of uncovering
the causes, treatments and prevention of life-threatening diseases, like cancer.
Together we can become a powerful force for good.

Many of American Century’s investment strategies incorporate the consideration of environmental, social, and/or governance (ESG) factors into their
investment processes in addition to traditional financial analysis. However, when doing so, the portfolio managers may not consider ESG factors with
respect to every investment decision and, even when such factors are considered, they may conclude that other attributes of an investment outweigh
ESG considerations when making decisions for the portfolio. The consideration of ESG factors may limit the investment opportunities available to a
portfolio, and the portfolio may perform differently than those that do not incorporate ESG considerations. ESG data used by the portfolio managers
often lacks standardization, consistency, and transparency, and for certain companies such data may not be available, complete, or accurate.
This material has been prepared for educational purposes only. It is not intended to provide, and should not be relied upon for, investment, accounting,
legal or tax advice.
The contents of this American Century Investments document are protected by applicable copyright and trademark laws. No permission is granted to
copy, redistribute, modify, post or frame any text, graphics, images, trademarks, designs or logos.
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